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Abstract—We propose a multi-species generation strategy to
increase the diversity of seed individuals produced in the maturity
operation of vegetation evolution (VEGE). Since the breeding
patterns of real plants can be roughly divided into sexual
reproduction and asexual one, the proposed strategy additionally
introduces two different methods to simulate these two patterns.
As our preliminary attempt of the simulation, a mature individual
is splattered randomly in the neighbor local area of its parent
individual with Gaussian distribution probability to simulate
asexual reproduction, while a mature individual is generated by
crossing randomly selected two different parent individuals to
simulate sexual reproduction. Our proposed strategy consists of
these two new reproduction methods and that of our original
VEGE, and each mature individual in every generation randomly
selects one of these three methods to generate seed individuals,
which is analogous to different plant species using different
mechanisms to breed. To evaluate the performance of our
proposed strategy, we compare VEGE and (VEGE + the proposed
generation strategy) on 28 benchmark functions of three different
dimensions from the CEC 2013 test suit with 30 independent
trial runs. The experimental results have confirmed that the
proposed strategy can increase the diversity of seed individuals,
accelerate the convergence of VEGE significantly, and become
effective according to the increase of dimensions.

Index Terms—Evolutionary Computation, Vegetation Evolu-
tion, Multi-species Generation Strategy, Optimization

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the genetic algorithm (GA) [1] triggered a new wave
of optimization technology research, population-based evolu-
tionary computation (EC) algorithms have gradually attracted
more and more widespread attention and successfully solved
many complicated real-world problems. So far, many dozens
of powerful EC algorithms borrowing different ideas from
biological group behavior or natural phenomena have been
proposed and achieved satisfactory results, such as particle
swarm optimization (PSO) [2], differential evolution (DE) [3],
and others [4]–[7]. Most researchers focus on introducing
various effective strategies to further improve the performance
of these EC algorithms [8]–[10]. A small number of re-
searchers also try to approximate the fitness landscape of
optimization problems and use it to reduce evaluation costs
and accelerate EC search [11]–[13]. Thus, finding ways of
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accelerating convergence with lower cost consumption has
become one of the hottest topics.

Vegetation evolution (VEGE) is a new member of the EC
family and shows a stronger optimization ability compared
with standard PSO and DE [14]. The core innovation of VEGE
is to simulate two different growth stages of plants, which we
call the growth stage and the maturity stage, to find the global
optimum. Its biggest feature is that each of individuals has
these two cyclical stages, thus exploration and exploitation
are alternately emphasized to maintain their balance well. We
designed a series of controlled experiments, investigated the
impact of each VEGE operation on performance, and found
that some operations did not achieve the expected results [15].
This finding motivated us to conduct the research described in
this paper, wherein we propose a new strategy to overcome
the defects found.

The main objective of this paper is to propose a multi-
species generation strategy to increase the diversity of seed
individuals in the maturity operation. Inspired by the breed-
ing mechanisms of real plants, two additional methods are
introduced to simulate sexual reproduction and asexual re-
production, respectively. The proposed strategy thus provides
total three different methods for generating seed individuals,
including the original generation method of VEGE. Each
mature individual selects one of the three methods randomly to
generate seed individuals, which is as if different plant species
were using different mechanisms to breed. The secondary
objective is to analyze the effectiveness and applicability of
the proposed strategy and point out some potential topics to
discuss.

II. VEGETATION EVOLUTION

Although there are many kinds of plants in nature and each
has its own unique mechanism to ensure the survival of its
species, we have observed that their life cycle is similar; that
is: the plants grow from seeds, mature, generate their new
seeds, and disperse them. Some seeds germinate in suitable
environment and begin a new round of their life cycle; others
which are not suited to the environment are eliminated and
cannot grow.

VEGE simulates these two growth stages, i.e. the growth
period and the maturity period, repeatedly to improve the



accuracy of candidate solutions and eventually converge to the
global optimum. Corresponding to the optimization framework
of VEGE, the growth period can be considered as a local
search period for exploitation, while the maturity period can
be considered as a global search period for exploration. Fig. 1
illustrates an example of the abstract life cycle of real plants,
which can help to grasp the core idea of VEGE optimization
visually.

Fig. 1. The abstract lifecycle of real plants. We divide it into two different
stages subjectively, the growth period and the maturity period.

Like most EC algorithms, VEGE randomly generates mul-
tiple individuals to form an initial population, all individuals
search their local areas independently, and they generate
their offspring individuals in their neighborhood along a
randomly selected direction, which can be seen as an analog
to plant growth. Offspring individuals and their parent ones
are compared in the growth period, and only better offspring
individuals can replace their parent individuals. When this
growth operation is repeatedly applied until the predetermined
maximum number of growths, each individual becomes ma-
ture, and enters the maturity period.

The maturity period simulates plant breeding. Since the
parent-offspring relationship in the maturity period is one-
to-many, each individual generates multiple seed individuals
based on the Eq.(1) in the Table I. All individuals, i.e. both
parent individuals and seed individuals, are ranked according
to their fitness, and the top PS (PS: population size) individ-
uals survive to the next generation.

Finally, the survived individuals begin their new life cycle
until a termination condition is satisfied. Fig. 2 shows the
general VEGE optimization process that mainly consists of
initialization, the growth operation, the mature operation, and
selection. More detailed information of the VEGE algorithm
is in the reference [14].

III. MULTI-SPECIES GENERATION STRATEGY

Many animals throughout history have perished when their
environments changed, where plants have persisted on the
earth owing to their mechanisms for adapting to harsh envi-
ronments. VEGE roughly approximates and simulates the life

Fig. 2. The search process of the VEGE algorithm. (a) Initial population is
randomly generated; dotted arrows indicate individuals growing toward higher
potential in local areas when the generated offspring individuals are better
than their parents. (b) Multiple seed individuals (red dots) are generated by
each individual. (c) Individuals in the new generation are selected from all
individuals in the step (b). Steps (b) and (c) are iterated until a termination
condition is satisfied.

cycle of real plants to demonstrate powerful optimization per-
formance. However, plants have actually evolved many more
complex mechanisms to adapt to their various environments;
they can provide us with new inspirations to further improve
the performance of VEGE by integrating into it more observed
mechanisms from real plants.

Based on the results of our previous analysis [15], we
found that the maturity operation plays an important role and
greatly affects the performance. Unfortunately, the original
VEGE only uses the Eq. (1) in the Table I to generate seed
individuals and disperse them. Consequently, it can easily
fall into local minima which are difficult to escape for some
types of problems because it is difficult for the original VEGE
using a single generation method (Eq. (1)) to provide sufficient
diversity.

We noticed that real plants have many ways to generate their
seeds, and the more primitive the plant is, the more the ratio of
asexual reproduction becomes. For example, algae and fungi
generate offspring with asexual reproduction, while plants
with higher degrees of evolution, such as wheat, corn, and
cucumber, generate offspring using sexual reproduction. There
are some higher level plants with strong adaptability in which
the two breeding methods are alternated. Lotus roots and
reeds are the most representative. Although there are various
breeding strategies, we can roughly classify them as either
sexual reproduction or asexual one. The proposed strategy is
thus expected to generate more diverse seed individuals in
the maturity operation, allowing it to overcome the above-
mentioned drawbacks, by additionally simulating these two
breeding methods.

Since the probability density function curve of a Gaussian
distribution is bell-shaped, we can set a mature individual at
the center of a Gaussian distribution and adjust the variance
to tune the area size for exploration. This procedure can be
used to simulate asexual reproduction of plants; that is, the
mature individual generates many seed individuals which are
dispersed into the surrounding areas, with greater dispersal
distances happening with less frequency. The Eq. (2) in the
Table I illustrates how seed individuals can thus be generated
by asexual reproduction.

The key to simulating sexual reproduction lies in the ex-
change of genetic information between individuals. Although



GA already provided multiple ways for genetic exchange, such
as single-point crossover, multi-point crossover, and binomial
crossover, we finally decided to use the binomial crossover
to simulate the sexual reproduction of plants because it can
maximize the genetic difference between offspring individuals
and their parent individual. Thus, the Eq. (3) in the Table
I can be used to generate seed individuals by means of
sexual reproduction. Clearly, other methods for simulate sexual
reproduction could also be used.

Table I shows three methods for generating seed offspring
in our proposed strategy. When individuals in each generation
become mature, they randomly select a method among three
methods provided to generate their seed individuals, which can
be compared to different plant species using different ways to
breed. In brief, the proposal focuses only on modifications to
the maturity operation without involving any other operations.
Algorithm 1 summarizes the optimization process of integrat-
ing the proposed strategy into the standard VEGE.

TABLE I
PROPOSED STRATEGY CONSISTS OF THREE METHODS FOR GENERATING

SEED INDIVIDUALS.

Original reproduction [14]:

xjseed = xi +MS ∗ (x1 − x2) (1)

where xi is the i-th mature individual, and x1 and x2 are randomly
selected mature individuals that are different from xi to determine
the propagation direction of the j-th generated seed individual. MS
is a random vector that affects the intensity of propagation in each
dimension.
Asexual reproduction:

xjseed = xji +A×Gaussian(0, σ) (2)

where σ is the parameter used to control the variance of a Gaussian
distribution, and A is a fixed constant. We set A and σ to 5 and 1 in
the following our experiments.
Sexual reproduction:

xkseed =

 xki if rand() < 0.5

xkr Others
(3)

where rand() returns a random number between 0 and 1. xr is
a randomly selected individual that is different from xi. Note that
xkseed is not the k-th seed individual but the k-th element of the seed
individual.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS

We design a set of control experiments to analyze the perfor-
mance of our proposed multi-species generation strategy, and
select 28 benchmark functions from the CEC 2013 test suite
[16] that are specifically used for single-objective performance
evaluation and include a variety of features, such as, shifted,
rotated, unimodal and multi-modal. We run VEGE and (VEGE
+ our proposed generation strategy) on these functions with
three different dimensions, i.e. 2-D, 10-D, and 30-D, and each
function run independently 30 times to avoid contingency and
reduce errors. The parameter settings of the standard VEGE

Algorithm 1 The universal framework of the VEGE with our
proposed strategy. Steps 11-17 comprise our proposal.

1: Initialize the population randomly.
2: Evaluate the population.
3: while The termination condition is not reached do
4: if individuals are still in the growth period then
5: for i = 0; i < PS; i++ do
6: The i-th individual performs random growth.
7: The better offspring replaces its parent, otherwise

keep the i-th individual.
8: end for
9: else

10: for i = 0; i < PS; i++ do
11: if The method used in VEGE is selected then
12: The i-th individual performs the maturity oper-

ation using the Eq. (1).
13: else if Asexual reproduction is selected then
14: The i-th individual performs the maturity oper-

ation using the Eq. (2).
15: else
16: The i-th individual performs the maturity oper-

ation using the Eq. (3).
17: end if
18: end for
19: Select the next generation from a mixed pool consist-

ing of current mature individuals and all generated
seed individuals.

20: end if
21: end while
22: Output the found optimal candidate solution.

used in our experiments are described in the Table II, and their
detailed meaning of these parameters are in the paper [14].

TABLE II
THE PARAMETER SETTINGS OF USED VEGE.

population size 100
for 2-D, 10-D, and 30-D search 100
number of growth operations 5
growth radius a random number in [-1,1]
total seed individuals 500
for 2-D, 10-D, and 30-D search
moving scaling MS a random number in [-2,2]
stop condition; max. # of fitness evaluations 2000 × D

We use the maximum number of fitness evaluations to
terminate the experiment for a fair comparison, and apply
the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to check the significance of
the difference between VEGE and (VEGE + our proposed
generation strategy) at the termination condition. The results
of the statistical tests are shown in the Table III, and the Fig. 3
shows the average convergence curve of 28 functions in 30-D.

V. DISCUSSIONS

We first begin our discussion by reviewing the benefits
offered by the proposed multi-species generation strategy.
The maturity operation is designed to provide diverse seed



TABLE III
STATISTICAL TEST RESULTS OF THE WILCOXON SIGNED-RANK TEST FOR

THE AVERAGE FOUND OPTIMUM OF 30 TRIAL RUNS AT THE STOP
CONDITION. A� B AND A > B MEAN THAT A IS SIGNIFICANTLY

BETTER THAN B WITH SIGNIFICANT LEVELS OF 1% AND 5%,
RESPECTIVELY. A ≈ B MEANS THAT THERE IS NO SIGNIFICANT
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM ALTHOUGH A IS BETTER THAN B.
PROPOSAL: (VEGE + OUR PROPOSED GENERATION STRATEGY).

2D 10D 30D
F1 Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE
F2 Proposal ≈ VEGE Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE
F3 Proposal ≈ VEGE Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE
F4 Proposal ≈ VEGE VEGE ≈ Proposal Proposal � VEGE
F5 Proposal > VEGE Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE
F6 VEGE > Proposal Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE
F7 Proposal ≈ VEGE Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE
F8 Proposal ≈ VEGE VEGE ≈ Proposal VEGE ≈ Proposal
F9 Proposal ≈ VEGE Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE
F10 Proposal ≈ VEGE Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE
F11 Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE
F12 Proposal ≈ VEGE Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE
F13 VEGE ≈ Proposal Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE
F14 Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE
F15 VEGE ≈ Proposal Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE
F16 VEGE ≈ Proposal VEGE ≈ Proposal Proposal ≈ VEGE
F17 Proposal ≈ VEGE Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE
F18 VEGE ≈ Proposal Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE
F19 Proposal ≈ VEGE Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE
F20 VEGE ≈ Proposal Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE
F21 Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE
F22 Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE
F23 Proposal ≈ VEGE Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE
F24 VEGE ≈ Proposal Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE
F25 VEGE ≈ Proposal Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE
F26 Proposal > VEGE VEGE ≈ Proposal Proposal � VEGE
F27 Proposal ≈ VEGE Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE
F28 Proposal > VEGE Proposal � VEGE Proposal � VEGE

individuals and to disperse them as far as possible into dif-
ferent areas. The standard VEGE uses differential information
to generate seed individuals and determine their propagation
direction (Eq.(1)). Although this method uses the distribution
information of individuals indirectly from the distance between
randomly chosen two differential individuals and adaptively
determine the distance to the generated offspring individual,
individuals become more and more similar according to the
convergence of the population, and it becomes difficult to
determine effective and diversified directions for propagation.
This situation makes individuals difficult to escape when
they gradually converge to a local minimum. How to always
provide diverse seed individuals with the maturity operation
has thus become a key research topic, especially in the later
stages of convergence.

Through observing the breeding patterns of real plants, we
realized that these patterns could be introduced into VEGE
to increase the diversity of seed individuals. As a preliminary
attempt, we roughly divide all breeding patterns into two main
categories: asexual reproduction and sexual reproduction, and
the proposed strategy uses Gaussian distribution and binomial
crossover to simulate these two new breeding patterns. Thus,
the proposal can provide many different ways to generate seed
individuals to avoid to be trapped in local areas, and individ-

uals can freely switch among different offspring generation
methods in each search generation to increase randomness
and diversity by playing the role of different plant species.
Furthermore, the proposal does not need any additional fit-
ness calculations, and the increased CPU time required for
randomly selecting the offspring generation method is also
negligible. Finally, we only use the proposed offspring gener-
ation strategy to replace the original generation strategy in the
maturity operation without touching other operations, so our
proposed strategy is low cost and easy to use.

Secondly, we discuss the scalability of the proposed strategy.
We used Gaussian distribution and binomial crossover in this
paper, but any other methods for simulating sexual repro-
duction and asexual one can be integrated into our proposed
strategy. For example, we can simulate asexual reproduction
by dispersing seed individuals into neighbor areas with equal
probability and sexual reproduction by using the exponential
crossover. Since real plants have a great variety of breeding
patterns, we may obtain some new inspirations from them and
can further improve the VEGE performance. The success of
the modification in this paper implies that VEGE still has a
lot of room for further improvement. Real plants have many
different ways to disperse their seeds, e.g. wind dispersal,
animal carrying, and others. We can also introduce these
mechanisms to simulate the plant life cycle more accurately.
Thus, how to disperse seed individuals efficiently is also a
subject worthy of study.

Next, we give some open topics for discussions. The pro-
posed strategy selects one of multiple generation methods
and generates seed individuals with equal probability. This
approach can increase the randomness but may also reduce
the search efficiency and convergence speed, especially for
complex noisy problems. Thus, how to select a reasonable
offspring generation method instead of a random selection
used in this paper is also a promising topic. For example, it is
one possible approach to record the performance improvement
of each offspring generation method and give higher selection
probability to more effective method. Selecting an offspring
generation method based on the information collected during
the optimization process, e.g. individual distribution density
and proportion of evolved individuals, is other possible ap-
proach. In addition, as improvement is not limited to the
maturity operation, we can borrow more ideas from real plants
to improve other operations, such as the growth operation and
the selection operation.

Finally, we applied the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to check
the significant differences between the original VEGE and
(the original VEGE + our proposed strategy). The statisti-
cal test results and average convergence curves of the Fig.
3 confirm that diverse seed individuals generated by our
proposed strategy can accelerate the convergence speed and
avoid falling into local areas. This acceleration becomes more
effective according to the increase of dimensions. It may be the
reason why the proposal can disperse seed individuals more
widely in the higher dimensional search space and therefor
quickly find potential areas. Since each mature individual



has the opportunity to choose a different offspring generation
method in every generation, it also makes the population not
easily fall into local areas. However, the proposal has no
effect on F8 and F16 regardless their dimensions, and their
average convergence curves in the Fig. 3 are similar, but the
performance fluctuations are relatively high. This may be due
to their so many local minima that it is also difficult for
the proposed strategy to provide sufficient diversity of seed
individuals, or even reduce the convergence speed. We will
continue to analyze the underlying reasons in order to further
improve the performance of VEGE in the near future.

VI. CONCLUSION

Inspired by breeding patterns of real plants, we propose a
multi-species generation strategy to increase the diversity of
seed individuals in the maturity period by providing multiple
different offspring generation methods. We confirmed that our
proposed strategy can improve the convergence speed effec-
tively, and the effect is more obvious for higher dimensional
tasks.

In our future work, we will continue to observe the breeding
patterns of real plants and introduce them into VEGE, and
develop an adaptive switching strategy to select an appropriate
generation method based on optimization progress and the
characteristics of optimization problems.
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Fig. 3. Convergence curves of 30-D F1–F28 benchmark functions. We can observe that VEGE with the proposed generation strategy (red line) can accelerate
VEGE search (black line).


